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There’s a lot of fear among people right now.  And it’s understandable. 

 

The coronavirus is spreading globally, and millions will die before it’s done. 

 

There are shortages of personal protective equipment for healthcare workers and ventilators for the 

severely affected patients. 

 

We’re also facing an economic collapse.  In just the past two weeks over 10 million workers filed for 

unemployment.  And before this is finished it is estimated we’ll have up to 30% unemployment—more 

than with the Great Depression almost 100 years ago. 

 

How, then, can we deal with this very real fear? 

 

I believe that the way of Jesus is the way out of fear.  Jesus’ path of nonviolent love and resistance is the 

antidote to fear and despair.  As John wrote, “Perfect love casts out fear.” 

 

Intelligence doesn’t cast out fear.  Money doesn’t cast out fear.  Power doesn’t cast out fear.  Material 

comfort, heath or success don’t cast out fear.  According to the spiritual path of Jesus, only love casts 

out fear. 

 

When asked what the greatest commandment was, Jesus said, Love.  Love God with everything you 

have, and love others as you love yourself. 

 

And for Jesus, this meant challenging everything that is not loving—everything that hurts, oppresses and 

deprives others.  So coming out of this love is a nonviolent resistance. 

 

As we celebrate Palm Sunday, we remember Jesus’ path of nonviolent love and resistance. 

 

In my view, Palm Sunday is about one thing:  our addiction to violence—violence to maintain the status 

quo or violence to overthrow it.  It’s about the human propensity to believe that violence solves our 

problems, saves us, liberates us, and makes our world whole. 

 

In the past few decades we have witnessed in this country, largely because of a get-tough-on-crime 

mantra, a massive increase of those held in jails and prison, with the prison population exploding from 

300,000 to 2.3 million!  This huge increase has come mostly from people of color and the poor, and 

much of it is the result of the “war on drugs,” unequally applied.  We have become a mass incarceration 

state.  Vast resources have been shifted from programs for social uplift, education and aid to police, 

jails, prisons and detention camps. 

 

Make no mistake, this is institutional violence.  To subdue, arrest and imprison is violence.  Sometimes 

it is necessary, but it is violence.  And this nation is addicted to violence as the answer to our problems.  

It is out of control and is ruining our collective lives.  They say, “when all you’ve got is a hammer, 
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everything looks like a nail.”  Our repressive state violence is that hammer—our default response—and 

it’s killing the soul of our country. 

 

We are addicted to violence—to guns, to war and to prisons.  We think that it will save us.  It will not 

save us.  Our military spending is out of control as we spend trillions of dollars while we cut money for 

disease control and prevention.  Our addiction to violence is killing us. 

 

Anyone who challenges this addiction will be discredited, marginalized or worse.  As Walter Wink said, 

“Jesus died like all the others who challenged the Powers that dominate the world.” 

 

Jesus challenged the Empire’s addiction to violence—depriving the poor from food and shelter, 

depriving workers from fair wages and dignity, and depriving the widow, orphan and immigrant from 

fair treatment, depriving the sick from healing and healthcare.  This is what Palm Sunday is about:  

Jesus was a threat to those in power and a disappointment to those who weren’t.  

 

Human beings have been so addicted to violence that we have even projected it upon God and then 

worshipped this violent God.  And one of the essential aspects of Jesus as a spiritual teacher was that he 

broke this linkage between God and violence.  He challenged the belief that violence is the solution.  

This is why he died, because he saw violence as the problem. 

 

There have been those, in the spirit of Jesus, such as Martin Luther King, who have given the same 

message (Strength To Love, 1963): 

 

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. 

Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that. 

 

For King, like Jesus, the means and the ends cohere.  We pursue a peaceful and nonviolent world 

through nonviolent methods.  And when he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964, King said, 

 

Nonviolence is the answer to the crucial political and moral questions of our time… 

[We] must evolve for all human conflict a method which rejects revenge, aggression and 

retaliation.  The foundation of such a method is love. 

 

All week I’ve been asking myself this question: “Is suffering redemptive?”  The traditional answer is, 

“Yes, we are saved or redeemed by the suffering and death of Jesus.”  But I say, “No.”  We are saved 

and set free by love, not by suffering, violence and death.  We are made whole by a realization of the 

boundless, oceanic love, which is God. 

 

I’m drawn to what Christian feminist theologian, Delores Williams, said in her book, Sisters in the 

Wilderness.  She argues that we are not saved by Jesus’ death but by his life.  It is through the life of 

Jesus that God has shown humankind “how to live peacefully, productively and abundantly in 

relationship.”  She continues, “There is nothing divine in the blood of the cross.” 

 

Jesus suffered and died, not because these things were good, but because he loved.  He knew what this 

love asks us all to do, and this brought disapproval and violence upon him.  Likewise, it is because God 

loves that God suffers.  Like parents who suffer when their child is in pain, God feels our hurt and 

suffering because God loves and cares.  We are made whole by God’s suffering love. 
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But this has long been considered heresy in the church.  Christian orthodoxy has held for generations 

that God cannot suffer.  The human story has always been whether we worship power and violence or 

love that is vulnerable to suffering. 

 

Two thousand years ago, a great crowd heard what Jesus had done with Lazarus at nearby Bethany, so 

they rushed to the outskirts of Jerusalem to meet him.  They shouted, “Hosanna!  Blessed is the one who 

comes in the name of the Holy One, even the King of Israel!”  “The King of Israel,” they called him.  

They said this, and they took branches of palm trees with them. 

 

In the Hebrew Scriptures (2 Samuel 5), we read that David was secure as the king of the Southern 

Kingdom in Hebron, and the North was without a leader.  They were not unified and vulnerable.  So all 

the tribes of the Northern Kingdom went to David, and they said, “Help.  Won’t you please be our 

king?” 

 

Now, David was the ideal king: powerful and strong.  He was the religious, political and military leader, 

all rolled into one.  And what is the very first thing that the mighty King David does?  He marches his 

strong army, defeats the Jebusites and the Philistines, and marches triumphantly into—you guessed it—

Jerusalem, often called, “the city of David.” 

 

So, about 1,000 years later, here is Jesus, making his own triumphant entry into Jerusalem.  And as he 

came in, the crowd shouted, “Hosanna to the king of Israel.”  And in Matthew’s account it even says, 

“Hosanna to the Son of David.”   

 

If you use your imagination, you can sense the excitement and expectation in the air.  “This is it.  

Perhaps he’s the one, another David to set us free and defeat our enemy, which is Rome.  Look, there he 

is, the next King of Israel!  He has come to reclaim the capitol and the Temple!” 

 

And so the crowd totally misunderstood. 

 

They have expected a king of power and violence, not a teacher of love and forgiveness.  They expected 

a warrior king, who with force would make their nation strong, not a nonviolent leader with compassion 

for all.  They completely misunderstood.  And in their disappointment and desire for violent revolution, 

they would turn on Jesus and shout, “Crucify him!” 

 

There’s a story told by Albert Schweitzer about a flock of geese that had settled to rest on a pond.  One 

of the flock had been captured by the gardener, who had clipped its wings before releasing it.  When the 

geese started to resume their flight, this one tried frantically, but vainly, to lift itself into the air.  The 

others, observing his struggles, flew about in obvious efforts to encourage him; but it was no use.  

Thereupon, the entire flock settled back on the pond and waited, even though the urge to go on was 

strong within them.  For several days they waited until the damaged feather had grown sufficiently to 

permit the goose to fly.  Meanwhile, the unethical gardener, having been converted by the ethical geese, 

gladly watched them as they finally rose together, and all resumed their long flight. 

 

Friends, in Jesus’ teaching, we have an image of God that is vulnerable in a world that has contempt for 

weakness.  

 

Jesus knew about this remarkable nonviolent love of God that can heal us, transform us and empower 

us.  And when we are on this path of nonviolence, this path of resistance this path of love—we shall not 

fear. 
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And so I end this morning with some wise words from Gandhi, who like Jesus followed the path of 

nonviolent love and resistance: 

 

When in despair I remember that all through history the way of truth and love has always won; 

there have been tyrants and murderers, and for a time they can seem invincible, but in the end 

the always fail. 


